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          WebViewer Version:8.2

Please give a brief summary of your issue:  webviewer-ui npm install version conflict issue

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

want to see how to customize UI using webviewer api so I follow the step of github actions like

git clone  GitHub - PDFTron/webviewer-ui: WebViewer UI built in React.

but get stuck in npm install.

console warning version conflict.

Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible:

        


        
           

         

         
            

                  
                    Issue with version 8.3.2
                    


                    ReactJS : How to restrict user to drag their Signature outisde specified placeholder
                    

                    Convert PDF to image without webviewer UI
                    

                    PDF.js Express 8.7.0 UI throws lots of errors with Vue.js
                    

                    How to share WebViewer Instance in Typescript?
                    

                    React Web - Custom Modal on click of attach icon
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Samples to customize PDF viewer UI with JavaScript - Customizing UI
	Advanced UI customization - Working with the public repo in Github - Running
	Samples to customize WebViewer UI using JavaScript
	Customizing WebViewer UI - Get started

APIs:	UI -  dangerouslySetNoteTransformFunction(noteTransformFunction)
	Core. DocumentViewer - options
	DisableLogs

Forums:	Customization option for Notes Panel
	WebViewer not loading on Gatsby + Netlify deploy
	Webviewer Custom UI integration
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          Hello parkCloud,

Thank you for contacting us regarding WebViewer and reporting this issue!

However, I was unable to reproduce this. Can you please send a screenshot of the error?

Best Regards,

Ahmad Moaaz

Software Developer

PDFTron Systems, Inc.

www.pdftron.com

        


        
           

         

         
            

                  
                    Is there a way to debug WebViewer-UI from application?
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